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In FEPTO AM/Tallinn May 2019, in IAGP Meeting/Thessaloniki June 2019, and in FEPTO RC Meeting/Vienna October 2019, we presented the results of our five years-long Action Research, made together with FEPTO members and Training Institutes, which produced two outcomes:
1. Two Conceptual Maps respectively on Psychodrama Specificity and on Psychodrama Integration with other psychological and educational approaches;
2. The initial setting of the “wiki-platform for psychodrama” Project, called “psychodrama.world”, based on the categories used in the two Maps.

In Istanbul we are going to present in plenary session the current composition of the Editorial Team and of the Administration Team.
After that, in a Small Group made up of all the people interested, we will complete the composition of the Editorial Team and of the Administration Team, and will define their characteristics.
The two Teams will discuss the following two important items:

1st item: the editorial line of the platform, in particular the setting of its Contribution Policy.
The debate will focus on two guidelines:
the content published on psychodrama.world should be:
- multilingual (English and mother tongue), or only in mother tongue?
- nationally oriented, or international oriented?
- be mainly informative or include original texts?
- contain the basic information about original texts (together with the link to the original texts themselves), or contain original texts of any nature whatsoever?

2nd item: the administration line of the platform. The debate will focus on the following points:
who is the owner of this platform: FEPTO or a subgroup of FEPTO or other?
who and how is paying for the platform?
who is hosting the platform and takes care for its actualization?
During the discussion, we will have a first look on the French prototype of this website administrated by Norbert Apter.

The results of both debates will be submitted to the FEPTO Board and proposed at the Assembly of the Annual Meeting 2020 in North Macedonia.
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